I am writing on behalf of Ben Savage to respond to your information request (below):

Gritting vehicles and the salt are provided by the contractor under a Term Maintenance Contract. The Contractor used 4 gritters and we started the 2011/12 winter service period with approx. 1250 tonnes of salt. We are likely to do the same again this year.

If you are dissatisfied with this response please let me know.

This concludes your request.

Regards

Martin Tubbs
Information Management Team Manager
Legal Services
Operations Directorate
Royal Borough of Windsor & Maidenhead
Town Hall, St Ives Road
Maidenhead SL6 1RF

Original Request

Under the terms of freedom of information, I would like to request the following information regarding the local authority’s winter maintenance, specifically;

The minimum salt stockpile the authority aims to have; this could include other aggregates laid on the road to aid motorists in winter driving conditions

The number of vehicles in the salting fleet as of 01/01/2012, these could be owned by the authority or on a lease/hire basis